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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

Reactive separation units which combine reaction and separation of species as a single step 

in a process form an exciting area of chemical engineering research. In this thesis, the use 

of such a unit —the pressure swing reactor— is evaluated for the operation of irreversible 

series reactions. 

In this chapter, a general introduction into this subject is given. Various types of reac

tive separators are introduced. Adsorptive reactors, including the pressure swing reactor, 

are discussed in more detail. In a review of the research on pressure swing reactors, we 

will show that operation of irreversible series reactions using adsorptive reactors and in 

particular using the pressure swing reactor has hardly been evaluated. Potential operating 

principles applicable to series reactions are listed and linked to the various chapters of this 

thesis. 
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1.1 Reactive Separations 

Conversion of chemical reactions is often limited by thermodynamic equilibrium and are 

seldom 100% selective to the desired product. Therefore reactions are always combined 

with separation and purification steps. 

Reaction and separation are traditionally viewed as separate steps in a chemical pro

cess. This paradigm is still mainstream in the chemical industry. Moreover, in the current 

chemical engineering curriculum, the classification of reaction and separation as separate 

parts is presently taught as the first step in the hierarchical approach to conceptual design 

of chemical processes (see for instance Figure 1.2.6 in Douglas (1988) or Figure 1.3 in 

Coulson et al (1991)). 

However, the combination of reaction and separation as a single step in a process has 

arisen considerable interest in chemical engineering research. In this thesis, the use of the 

pressure swing reactor, a reactive separator, is evaluated for operating irreversible series 

reactions. 

Reactive separations potentially offer the following advantages: 

• Increased conversion of reactants. 

• Improved selectivities and yields of desired products. 

• Reduced requirements for external energy supply or cooling capacity. 

• Reduced capital expenditure by process intensification. 

• More favorable reaction conditions may be possible, resulting in longer lifetime of 

equipment and less catalyst deactivation. 

Some of these advantages can be illustrated by a simple example. Consider the re

versible decomposition reaction: A ?i B + C. When traditionally operated, conversion of 

A into B and C proceeds till chemical equilibrium is reached at a limited conversion of 

A. A, B and C will all be present in the reactor effluent (Figure 1.1). A separation train 

and the recycle of A to the reactor are required to obtain pure products B and C. If we 

can separate B and C right after they are formed, the reverse reaction is prevented and the 

entire process is accomplished in a single step. 

Separations and reactions either require heat or release it. If the reaction is exothermic 

and the separation is endothermic (or vice versa), integration of reaction and separation 

may reduce the requirements for external heat supply or cooling. This is usually a sec

ondary effect in in-situ separations. Examples can be found in adsorptive reactors: The 
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Figure 1.1: Reactive separation versus traditional process design. Left: Tra
ditional design involving three units, a recycle stream and a waste stream. Right: 
Process with reactive separation using a single unit only. 

heat of adsorption (Yongsunthon and Alpay, 1998a) or an external heat source (Yongsun-

thon and Alpay, 1998b, 1999) can provide the heat to drive endothermic reactions. This 

principle is also used in the coupling of two reactions (Agar and Ruppel, 1988b; Seiler and 

Emig, 1997). 

There are several operating principles which can be applied to realize the benefits of 

combining reaction and separation. The operating principles listed below are not all aimed 

at separating the reaction products. An in-situ separation technique may control the mass 

transfer of reaction species, leaving, entering, or locally concentrating in the reactor. 

Removal of reaction products In reversible reactions, the removal of one, or all, re

action products from the reactive phase will suppress the reverse reaction and result in a 

higher conversion. This may enable lower operating temperatures or smaller equipment. 

This operating principle is by far the most widely applied. 

For both reversible and irreversible reactions, or combinations of them, removal of 

reaction products may suppress undesired sequential reactions —and thus increase the 

reaction selectivity— due to the low concentration and short residence time of products in 

the reactive phase. 

A secondary effect may be that product removal gives rise to local temperature (Yong

sunthon and Alpay, 1998a) or pressure gradients (Arumugam and Wankat, 1999; Byrne 

and Wankat, 2000) which also influence the equilibrium constant. 

Controlled addition of reactants Traditionally all reactants are pre-mixed in a single 

feed stream. Reactants may also be fed in a staged and controlled manner, thereby keeping 

the average concentration of the staged species low. This may suppress side reactions. 
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Furthermore one may circumvent the use of the stoichiometric excess of one reactant, that 

would lead to a recycle stream. Also, the controlled addition of a reactant may prevent 

entering regions of explosion limits, or circumvent the uncontrolled rise of reaction rates 

(run-a-way). In reactive separation units the separation interface may act as a barrier which 

allows controlled addition. 

Another advantage of this principle is that a reactant can be transfered to, or stored 

in, the reactive phase in the desired chemical state. By making available the reactant 

in this state only, selectivity may be enhanced. Examples include hydrogen supply via 

Pd-membranes (Hsieh, 1996) or oxygen supply via solid oxide membranes (Eng and 

Stoukides, 1991 ) or solid oxygen carriers (Cavani and Trifiro, 1999). 

Reactant staging/accumulation It can be beneficial to accumulate (or stage) a reactant 

in the reactor vessel over time: By staging of reactants one can increase the residence time 

of a reactant and thus increase its conversion. This application is in wide spread use in 

chromatographic reactors. 

By accumulation of a reactant, one can form a buffer of this species, thus rendering 

the process less sensitive to fluctuations in feed concentration of an other reactant. An 

application of this principle is found in the selective catalytic reduction of NO with NH3. 

In this example the buffer of NH3 is created by chemisorption in the reactor and the buffer 

may "peak shave" any fluctuations in the feed gas concentration of NO and thus allow for 

a constant NO conversion. (Agar and Ruppel, 1988a; Eisma et al, 2000). 

By reactant storage one can control the local molar ratio of species inside the vessel. 

In this way one can deplete the reactor from a reactive impurity. 

Above, we have listed various operating principles that can be used. An alternative 

classification of operating principles is to distinguish separation promoting the reaction, 

and reaction promoting the separation. This distinction can best be illustrated by the 

shifting of an thermodynamic equilibrium by removal of products. The example of the 

equilibrium limited dissociation reaction outlined in Figure 1.1 belongs to the first group. 

An example of the second class to accelerate mass transfer by reaction to overcome an 

unfavorable phase equilibrium. In the reactive absorption process for NO removal (Zapfel 

et al, 1997), NO is reduced at the liquid interface to overcome the unfavorable phase 

equilibrium (low solubility of NO). 
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Seactive separation units Many different separation techniques are used in chemical 

industry which may be combined with reaction. These are listed in Table 1.1. Each sepa

ration principle is shortly described below. This treatment is not exhaustive, but is included 

as a basis for further reading. 

Table 1.1: Separation principles that can be applied for reactive separations. 
Separation principle Separation unit Reactive separation unit 
pervaporation distillation column reactive distillation 
dissolution extraction unit reactive extraction 
absorption absorption or stripping section reactive stripping 
permeation membrane module membrane reactors 
adsorption adsorber column adsorptive reactors 

Among the different types of reactive separators, reactive distillation systems are al

ready successful in the chemical process industries (Krishna, 1999). The only large-scale 

commercial application of reactive separation is a reactive distillation process: The manu

facture of methylacetate (Agreda and Partin, 1984) by reactive distillation has replaced all 

competing traditional plant designs. A significant amount of research has been devoted to 

all aspects of reactive distillation (Taylor and Krishna, 2000). Other major applications in

vestigated include the production of MTBE and ETBE (Smith and Lawrence, 1989, 1990) 

from iso-butene and methanol/ethanol. 

The concept of reactive extraction was pioneered by Sharma and Nanda (1968). Ex

amples of studied applications include Morpholine production (Pahori and Sharma, 1991) 

and an esterification reaction to produce butyl acetate (Minotti et al, 1998). 

Absorption is the transfer of one or more components of a gas phase to a liquid in 

which is it soluble. Stripping refers to the reverse. Applications of reactive absorption 

include gas purification: H2S and C0 2 removal (Kohl, 1987; Pacheco and Rochelle, 1998) 

and NO reduction (Zapfel et al., 1997) and olefin/paraffin separation with copper and silver 

ions dissolved in the liquid phase (Safarik and Eldridge, 1998). 

The prediction of vapor-liquid and liquid-liquid phase equilibria is a well developed 

area in chemical engineering. This has allowed the detailed modeling of the above men

tioned reactive separation units. The development of these reactive separation units is 

therefore more mature than membrane reactors and adsorptive reactors. For adsorptive re

actors, the necessary quantitative prediction of multicomponent sorption equilibria is less 

developed. 

In the field of membrane reactors, the use of permselective organic polymeric mem-
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branes has been pioneered by Jennings and Binning (1960). Since organic polymeric mem

branes can only withstand mild conditions, applications have been focussed on enzyme-

catalyzed reactions. Reviews in this field are given by Belfort (1989) and Prezeres and 

Cabrai (1994). Compared to organic polymeric membranes, inorganic membranes and 

metal membranes are more thermally stable. The coupling of reaction to separation by 

these type of membranes has been mostly studied for hydrogen-generating and consuming 

reactions. A comprehensive overview is given by Hsieh (1996). 

Simultaneous separation by selective adsorption and reaction is accomplished in ad-

sorptive reactors. These include the chromatographic reactor, the (simulated) moving bed 

reactor and the pressure swing reactor. An extensive overview of research on adsorptive 

reactors will be given in the Section 1.2. 

1.2 Adsorptive reactor technology 

In this section, the roots and current status of adsorptive reactor technology will be re

viewed. Figure 1.2 shows the successive developments that have preceded this technology. 

The various (reactive) adsorption technologies indicated will be discussed with somewhat 

more emphasis on pressure swing reactors. 

1.2.1 Separation by Adsorption 

The IUPAC definition of adsorption is "The Enrichment of one or more components in an 

interfacial layer". In the present context, one of these phases is necessarily a solid and the 

other a fluid. This work is restricted to adsorption from the gas phase. 

The historical development of adsorption science is well covered by Sing (1997) and 

Rouquerol et al. (1999). An overview with a focus on engineering aspects can be found 

in: (Ruthven, 1984, 2000; Keller II et ai, 1987) and with emphasis on chromatography in: 

(Rodrigues et ai, 1991). The first account of an adsorption-regeneration experiment was 

given by Scheele (1780)*. 

I filled a retort half full with very dry pounded charcoal, and tied it to a bladder 

emptied of air. As soon as the retort became red-hot at the bottom, the bladder 

would no longer expand. I left the retort to cool, and the air returned from the 

bladder into the coals. 

*This quote was taken from the Ph.D. Thesis of Alpay (1992). 
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igure 1.2: The roots and current versions of adsorptive reactors. 

Before that, the adsorbent properties of materials as clay, sand and wood charcoal were 

ilized by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks and Romans. Furthermore the ability of certain 

naterials to remove color from solutions was already known in the fifteenth century. Early 

applications of batch wise adsorption include: bone char for decolorizing sugar solutions 

/hieb, was done commercially in the late eighteenth century (Keller II et ai, 1987), and 

wood charcoal for air purification in hospital respirators in the mid nineteenth century 

• lantell, 1946). 

In the beginning of the twentieth century quantitative measurements of adsorption 

isotherms were undertaken, and the publication of Langmuir's monumental papers (1916; 

1917; 1918) formed the onset of the development of models to interpret adsorption data. 

Adsorption has further gained momentum by the discovery of synthetic zeolites as a new 

file:///SMBR
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class of sorbent materials in the late 1950s (Milton, 1959). 

There are two views describing the birth of chromatography". In one view, the first 

chromatographic experiment was reported in 1905 by Tswettin. Another view is the pre

sentation of Talbot Day in 1900 where he claimed that "crude oil forced upward through a 

column packed with limestone changed in color and composition". The theory of adsorp

tion chromatography was developed in the 1940s. 

Immediately following the development of analytical gas chromatographic methods 

in the 1950-1960, considerable interest arose in its use in large-scale separation. Large-

scale chromatography is a batch wise wise separation technique (Wankat, 1987). This is a 

disadvantage of this reactor. 

In chemical engineering, the first large scale, bulk gas adsorption processes were com

mercialized almost simultaneously in the early 1920s in the form of the removal of alcohol 

and benzene from a gas stream by Bayer AG (Kast, 1981) and the recovery of ethane and 

higher hydrocarbons from natural gas by Union Carbide (Marcinkowsky and Keller II 

1982) 

In continuously operated adsorptive separation units two directions can be distinguished. 

One is based on the moving adsorption front and has lead to pressure swing adsorption, 

and the other is based on staged counter-current operation, and has lead to moving bed 

technology. 

Pressure swing adsorption Skarstrom ( 1960) and de Montgareuil and Domine ( 1964 ) 

are generally considered the inventors of pressure swing adsorption (PSA). Earlier re

ports of PSA-like processes are nevertheless given by Finlayson and Sharp (1932) and 

Kahle (1941). In continuous adsorption processes, the adsorbent must bind components 

reversibly so that the adsorbent can be used over and over. Therefore an adsorption process 

always consists of adsorption and regeneration steps. 

During adsorption one component is selectively adsorbed. In a packed bed a front is 

therefore formed that slowly migrates towards the product end. From the feed point up 

to the adsorption front, the feed gas mixture is in equilibrium with a saturated sorbent 

while further downstream, the gas phase contains non-adsorbing components only and the 

sorbent is not saturated. 

The adsorbed component is removed during regeneration. Although the operation ol 

T h e following quotes are taken from the introduction section of: (Rodrigues et ai, 1991 ). 
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e h bed is batch-wise, the system as a whole is continuous, and operates in a cyclic steady 

state. One may distinguish two dominant regeneration procedures: 

• Thermal-swing adsorption: In this process, the bed is regenerated by raising the 

temperature. The most convenient way is by purging the bed with a pre-heated gas. 

• Pressure-swing adsorption: In this cycle the regeneration is accomplished by reduc

ing the total pressure and the bed is purged at low pressure. 

All PSA processes developed up till now are derived from the 2-bed, four step cycle 

inally used for air drying (Figure 1.3). In general the following trends in the develop-

nts of these processes may be observed: 

• Kinetic selectivity. It was recognized that besides thermodynamic selectivity, differ

ences in adsorption kinetics could be used in adsorptive separation. An early account 

of kinetic separation is the separation of air using zeolite 4A (de Montgareuil and 

Domine, 1963). Nitrogen production is nowadays practiced by kinetic adsorption 

using molecular sieving carbons (MSC) exploiting the fact that oxygen diffuses a 

factor 50 faster into MSC than nitrogen (Kärger and Ruthven, 1992). 

• Multi bed PSA. By using a part of the product gas to repressurise another bed (Batta. 

1971), gas compression costs are reduced and the degree of separation is improved. 

to bed 2 

feed 

— 1 Î - -*-! )rodu 
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1 II III IV 

V . • 

from bed 2 

delivery end 

exhaust 

IV 

feed end 

both ends 

time 

Figure 1.3: The Skarstrom PSA cycle. 
Top: process steps, Bottom: pressure 
profile. Legend: I: pressurization, II: ad
sorption, III: depressurization, IV: purge. 
Bed 2 is operated out of phase. 
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This goes at the expense of process simplicity since a larger number of intercon

nected beds are used. Multi bed PSA processes using up to twelve beds are nowa

days used for hydrogen purification. 

• Rapid PSA. The RPSA cycle (Figure 1.4) was first published by Turnock and Kadlec 

(1971). The RPSA process cycle is shown in Figure 1.4. By using much smaller par

ticles and shorter cycle times, a large pressure drop over the bed and a continuously 

changing axial pressure profile are obtained with a maximum pressure appearing 

in the middle of the bed. A continuous delivery of product gas is realized, which 

permits the use of a single bed. The productivity of the RPSA is higher than for a 

PSA. A disadvantage is the reduced quality of separation. 

In RPSA units, the residence time is significantly different for the adsorbed versus the 

non-adsorbed species. The adsorbed component is concentrated near the feed end, where 

pressure changes rapidly and the flow rates are high. The non-adsorbing component moves 

towards the product end of the bed and exits via the product stream. The flow rate of the 

product stream is relatively low compared to that of the feed and exhaust stream. By 

consequence the residence time of the non-adsorbing component is large compared to that 

of the adsorbing component. This is an important aspect in the rapid pressure swing reactor 

as will become apparent in Section 1.3. 

Pressure swing adsorption is a widely used technology for bulk separation and purifi-

product 

JL 1 

feed 

delivery end 

J feed end 

exhaust 

III 

at delivery 

at feed/exhaust 

time 

Figure 1.4: The RPSA cycle. Top: pro
cess steps, Bottom: pressure profile. 
Legend: I: pressurization, II: delay, III: de-
pressurization The delay step is optional 
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cation of gasses. Major applications are: air separation, moisture removal from air and 

.Rural gas, separation of normal and iso alkanes, natural gas dew-pointing, hydrogen re

covery and purification (Yang, 1987; Ruthven et al, 1994). PSA technology has also been 

aluated for the separation of alkenes and alkanes (Yang and Kikkinides, 1995; Rege 

et al, 1998; Zhu étal., 2000). 

Moving bed adsorbers A typical chemical engineering approach to a large-scale sepa-

itionis to devise a steady-state counter-current system, since in that case all regions of the 

iibent bed are effective in the separation all the time and the time and location averaged 

driving force for separation is highest. In adsorption, such a device is the true moving bed 

I rocess where the sorbent flows counter-currently to the gas. This system has not been a 

uccess due to problems associated with solids movement, like attrition. Similar concepts 

sing rotating systems, like the wheel TSA (Keller II, 1995), are mechanically complex. 

These difficulties have been overcome by the development of the simulated moving 

bed. Rather then moving the solids, the position of feed and product streams are periodi-

illy moved in the direction of the gas flow. For an observer positioned at the feed flow, 

the solids appears to have moved opposite to the gas and thus counter-current movement 

of the solid is simulated. When a port reaches the end of the (series of) columns, the cycle 

•starts. Commercial applications of this process include the Molex, Parex and Sorbex 

processes of UOP to separate linear and branched alkanes, para-xylene, and meta-xylene 

:spectively (Ruthven and Ching, 1989). 

All three adsorptive separators (large scale chromatography, pressure swing adsorp

tion, and moving bed adsorbers) have also been studied for combined separation and re-

Lion, leading to the chromatographic reactor, the simulated moving bed reactor and the 

essure swing reactor. Chromatographic reactors and simulated moving bed reactors are 

discussed in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 respectively. Pressure swing reactors are discussed 

in Section 1.3. 

1.2.2 Chromatographic reactors 

i chromatographic reactors, a packed bed is filled with both a catalyst and a sorbent. They 

are operated batch wise. A pulse of reactant is introduced and reacts while propagating 

through the reactor. Adsorption affinities for the reactant and products differ and therefore 

all components can be obtained sequentially in pure (but diluted) form. In case there are 

two reactants, one of the reactants is usually the eluent, to avoid separation of the reactants. 
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The principle of the chromatographic batch reactor has been pioneered by Dinwiddie and 

Morgan (1961) and Magee (1961, 1963). 

There are several drawbacks to the chromatographic reactor. Firstly, a high amoun« 

of eluent (liquid or gas) is needed to perform the separation, and the products are highly 

diluted. Secondly, the unit is operated batch wise. Thirdly, during migration through the 

vessel only a small portion of the sorbent is used simultaneously and overall sorbent use is 

low. 

Several advantages over traditional reactions have been demonstrated in chromato

graphic reactors (Loureiro et al, 1992). These include: (1) the increase of conversion 

in equilibrium limited reactions (Gore, 1967), (2) the selectivity towards the intermedi

ate product in series reactions (Liden and Wamling, 1989). The inclusion of a reaction 

may also improve the separation by (3) increasing the breakthrough time of the reactant 

(Loureiro et al, 1990), as illustrated by the use of impregnated metals to eliminate CNC1 

by decomposition after adsorption in carbons masks (Soares et al, 1995). 

1.2.3 (Simulated) moving bed reactors 

The advantages of moving bed separators over large scale chromatography equally apply 

for the corresponding adsorptive reactors. By manipulating gas- and solid flows, different 

velocities for reactants and products can be realized. The improvements listed above for 

chromatographic reactors have also been demonstrated for moving bed reactors: principles 

(1) and (2) by selectively adsorbing the products (Takeuchi et al, 1978), and principle 

(3) by selectively adsorbing the reactants (Takeuchi and Uraguchi, 1977; Petroulas et al, 

1985). 

Takeuchi and Uraguchi (1977) already noted for the moving bed principle that, al

though pure product was obtained, part of the reactant was not converted and remained 

adsorbed on the sorbent. Therefore a purge gas needed to be introduced below the feed 

point in a stripping* section to increase the overall conversion. 

Moving bed reactor technology has developed and in current technology at least four 

different zones can be distinguished. These are illustrated in Figure 1.5 for a moving bed 

reactor with the reversible decomposition reaction A ^ B + C as an example. The adsorp

tion affinities rank B > A > C:T In zone I the gas flow rate is higher than in all the other 

sections, which is necessary in order to remove the more strongly adsorbed product B from 

'Takeuchi and Uraguchi termed this the exhaust section instead of stripping section. 
TThis illustrative example was taken with minor modifications from: (Dünnebier et al, 2000). 
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of 
a moving bed adsorptive reactor for the 
reaction A ï± B + C. Top: Concentra
tion profiles of A, B, and C. Left: Po
sition of the feed and product streams. 
The adsorption affinities rank B > A > 
C. A single zone can consists of multiple 
beds. The moving of the solids can be sim
ulated by moving the ports in the direction 
of the gas flow (here: upwards) see text. 

adsorbent. The regenerated sorbent is obtained at the bottom. In zone II components 

B and C are formed. The less strongly adsorbed product C is desorbed and transported 

aids with the carrier gas, whereas B is held on the adsorbent and transported to the 

extract port. The extract stream contains the more strongly adsorbed product B and carrier 

Zone III also features the decomposition of component A. Component B is retained 

and thus component C can be collected at the raffinate port. In zone IV the carrier gas 

i cleaned by adsorption of component C onto the regenerated sorbent and transported 
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towards zone III. 

On laboratory scale, both true-, and simulated-moving bed reactors have been built, 

but on pilot plant scale, only simulated moving beds have been used (Dandekar, 1998). 

In case the conditions (usually temperature) required by the catalyst and the sorbent 

are too far apart, a single zone in a moving bed reactor may be replaced by a separate 

reactor and separator vessels in series. A clear disadvantage of this modification is that 

significant cooling and heating equipment is required to maintain the difference in temper

ature conditions. An advantage is, that the adsorption section can be further split in two 

and intermediate product retrieval of very strongly adsorbed species is possible (Bjorklund 

andCarr, 1995). 

There is a significant amount of recent patent literature on simultaneous reaction and 

adsorption processes using simulated moving bed reactors on pilot plant scale in industry 

(Funk et al, 1995, 1996a,b; Dandekar et al, 1998). 

1.2.4 Reverse flow reactors using mass storage 

Reverse flow reactors (RFR) which use mass storage have many similarities with pressure 

swing technology. The reverse flow reactor proposed by Haynes et al. (1992) to operate 

endothermic reactions shares many concepts with the thermal swing reactor evaluated by 

Yongsunthon and Alpay (1998b). In most RFR applications, storage of species is directly 

on the catalyst by chemisorption (Agar and Ruppel, 1988a) compared to physisorption on 

a separate adsorbent in most adsorptive reactor applications. 

Reverse flow reactors form an offspring from research on forced unsteady state op

eration of catalytic reactors. The notion that the most proper method of operation for a 

fixed bed reactor is the steady state has been challenged in the past few decades. The peri 

odic variation of operating variables in reactors was pioneered by Douglas (1967) and for 

various cases process improvement (selectivity, productivity) has been shown. In forced 

unsteady state operation one may roughly distinguish two operating modes*: 

• Periodic operation may improve conditions on the catalyst scale. Examples include: 

the improvement of intrinsic reaction rates (Zhou et al, 1986) or the suppression 

of fluctuations in self-oscillating systems (Qin and Wolf, 1995; van Neer and Bliek, 

1999). This area is not related to adsorptive reactors. 

*A comprehensive overview of the field can be found in the proceedings of the three subsequent congresses on 
Unsteady State Processes in Catalysis: Novosibirsk (Matros, 1990), St. Louis (Silveston, 1996), St. Petersburg 
(Matros and Strots, 1999). 
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• Periodically operating reactors may improve conditions on the reactor scale. The 

major examples are riser reactors (Contractor et ai, 1987) and reverse flow reactors 

(Boreskov et ai, 1979). The latter option is most frequently used to store reaction 

heat. Instead of heat, mass may also be accumulated, thereby establishing the stag

ing of reactants mentioned in Section 1.1. In FUSO* literature, they are referred to 

as "Unusual types of Reversed Flow Operation (..) utilize adsorption capacity (..) 

instead of its heat capacity" (p 9 in Matros and Bunimovich, 1996). 

1.3 Studies on pressure swing reactors 

In this section we will discuss the state of the art in the pressure swing reactor, rapid pres

sure swing reactor, and the temperature swing reactor1". Modeling studies have revealed 

various advantages of pressure swing reactors over traditional reactors. Simulations are 

efficient way to provide insight into the behaviour of combined reaction and separa-

i under cyclic operation. Details of modeling studies on PSR/RPSR are listed in Table 

1 2. A number of reaction systems has been studied experimentally under pressure swing 

cperation. These are listed in Table 1.4. 

In the discussion we will focus on the operating principles employed and to which 

i tent they are affected by the cyclic operation. First we will give an overview of the 

r odeling and experimental research on reversible reactions. Next the work on irreversible 

reactions is summarized. Finally we will review some new operating parameters unique to 

vsure swing reactors. 

1.3.1 Reversible reactions 

Two types of reversible reactions can be distinguished: 

(1) Reactions with a single product: V\A <^ VQB. The parallel scheme: C î i A ^ B 

and cases with multiple reactants:1 A + B f ^ C also belong to this group. 

(2) Reaction with multiple products, like: VAA ^ VßB + VcC. 

F esults for both groups will be discussed separately. 

'FUSO: forced unsteady state operation 
'Pressure swing reactors (PSR) are also termed as pressure swing adsorber reactors (PSAR) or sorption 

c manced reaction process (SERP) in literature. Rapid pressure swing reactors (RPSR) are also termed as rapid 
sure swing adsorption reactors (RPSAR). 

+In case the adsorption affinity of the reactants differs significantly, this class of reaction scheme's has 
erent characteristics (Alpay. 1992). 
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RPSA cycle & reactions with a single product The use of RPSR for group ( 1 ) reactions 

was studied by Vaporciyan and Kadlec (1987,1989) and Alpay (1992) in modeling studies. 

Vaporciyan and Kadlec showed that by adsorption, the product (B) is removed from the 

reactive phase and the reverse reaction is suppressed. During the depressurization step, the 

very high gas flow rate further suppresses the reverse reaction. Overall supra-equilibrium 

conversion could be obtained. They further showed that co-adsorption of A influences 

the conversion as for a higher adsorption affinity of A, the residence time of A reduces 

(see section on RPSA). In all cases of reactant co-adsorption reported, the sorbent was 

thermodynamically selective towards the product. 

The opposite trend was reported by Alpay (1992), who showed that a higher conversion 

of reactant (A) is obtained by preferential adsorption of reactants (A) over products (B). A 

possible explanation for this difference was put forward by Alpay: He considered a non-

dilute system whereas Vaporciyan and Kadlec included an adsorbing inert into the system. 

Table 1.3: Model assumptions in parametric studies on PSR. 
No. Assumption No. Assumption 
1 no radial gradients 6a instantaneous adsorption equilibrium 
2a isothermal operation 6b linear adsorption kinetics 
2b non-isothermal operation 7a linear isotherm 
3 dilute reactants 7b Langmuir isotherm 
4a plug flow of gases 8a Instantaneous reaction equilibrium 
4b axially dispersed plug flow 8b The reaction rate is first order in 

reactant partial pressure 
5a no axial pressure gradient 9a perfectly mixed sorbent/catalyst 
5b pressure profile by 

momentum balance 
9b distribution of catalyst sorbent 

The footnotes to Table 1.4 
a: This reference was not available. In this work, reaction and separation are not integrated in 
a single step, but performed sequentially. Adsorption and reaction conditions could not be madt 
compatible (Kneabel, 1999). 
b: The RPSA cycle has three steps: feed, delay and exhaust (Figure 1.4). 
c: The proposed PSA cycle was adsorption, counter-current depressurization, purge with inert 
purge with product, backfill with product. The unit was not run continuously but the individual 
steps were tested sequentially. 
d: Sorbent screening for this system is also described in (Alpay et ai, 1996). 
e: Sorbent equilibria and kinetics are described in (Ding and Alpay, 2000b). 
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However, the discrepancy may also arise from the different definitions used for conversion 

of A. Alpay considered the product stream only (see Figure 1.4), defining conversion as 

the amount of reactant A removed from the product stream. In contrast, Vaporciyan and 

Kadlec calculated conversion from the composition of all in- and out-going streams. In 

the study of Alpay, strong adsorption of A will lead to enrichment this component into the 

exhaust stream. As a result, a low concentration in the product stream may not arise from 

a supra-equilibrium conversion of A, but instead may in part be attributed to the effective 

separation of A and B. 

For reactions of group (1), the influence of pressure on the chemical equilibrium is 

of crucial importance. In case VB > VA the reverse reaction is favored by low pressures. 

Alpay showed that separation reversal may occur for fast reactions as the desorbed A is 

rapidly converted to B and as a result the non-adsorbing component B is obtained in the 

exhaust stream. 

RPSA cycle & reactions with multiple products For reactions with multiple products 

(group (2)), the separation of one product from the other by selective adsorption will inhibit 

the reverse reaction. This was demonstrated in an early paper on pressure swing reactors 

(Vaporciyan and Kadlec, 1987). Alpay (1992) showed that strong adsorption of A will 

enable the recovery of the non-adsorbing product at higher purity. In case reactant A is not 

adsorbed it will also be obtained in the product stream. However cases were studied at low 

conversion and therefore large fractions of A are present in all streams. Cheng et al. (1998) 

optimized a similar case where one of the products is the only adsorbing component. By 

optimizing the product flow rate, and cycle times, a 32% increase in conversion while 

maintaining a 95% purity of the non-adsorbing product in the product stream. 

PSA cycle & reactions with a single product Operation of the reversible reactions in 

a PSR receive much attention. Reactions of group (1) have been studied in modeling 

(Alpay et al, 1994; Falagiarda et al, 1996) and experimental (Kneabel and Cussler, 1996; 

Falagiarda et al, 1996) studies. 

For operation of reversible reactions of group (1) in the PSR, Alpay et al (1994) 

showed that for intermediate reaction rates, enhanced conversion can be obtained by ad

sorption of the product (B). The inclusion of a purge step in a cycle will further increase 

the conversion. These authors also showed that an optimum adsorption affinity exists A 

too strong adsorption of the product, may hamper effective removal by regeneration and 
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thi e verse reaction is favored. Falagiarda et al. (1996) studied the difference of co- versus 

counter-current regeneration for this case. Co-current regeneration proved to be superior 

si a high product concentration is obtained over a wider range of conditions. Falagiarda 

el further found that the highest yield is obtained by operating a CSTR under a pressure 

% cycle. In a CSTR the regeneration is most efficient and the reverse reaction is most 

effe, tively suppressed during regeneration. 

The operation of methanol synthesis from synthesis gas has been studied in various 

ad ptive reactors. Methanol adsorption isotherms on amorphous silica/alumina are re

pt d in a paper by Kuczynski et al (1986). They explicitly mention that formation of 

di ihylether (DME) was not observed. Therefore the conversion of methanol to DME 

\\ neglected in the modeling work on a SMBR by Kruglov (1994). A true moving bed 

sy: \m based on this sorbent combined with methanol synthesis was patented by Westert

erp (1988). However, Falagiarda et al. (1996) reported in an experimental screening for 

sorbents for methanol to use in the PSR that high yields of DME were obtained, thereby 

re ring the system unsuitable. 

PS cycle & reactions with multiple products Operation of reversible reactions with 

in, iple products (group (2)) in the PSR has been studied in simulation studies (Chatsiri-

we h et al, 1994; Alpay et al, 1994) and experimentally (Gluud et al, 1931; Han and 

H 'son, 1994, 1997; Goto et al, 1993; Carvill et al, 1996; Anand et al, 1996; Alpay 

et . 1994; Hufton et al., 1999; Ding and Alpay, 2000b). 

eparation of reaction products may gives rise to supra-equilibrium conversion. How-

e\ in case the number of moles increases by reaction, the location of chemical équilib

rai is most favorable at low pressure. Since simultaneous reaction and adsorption takes 

p at high pressure, the enhancement in conversion over a steady state reactor operated 

at w pressure, will be less. For reactions involving a large increase in the number of 

m< s (A <=t B + 3C) steady state operation at low pressure yields better performance in 

all cases studied (Alpay et al, 1994). 

For these reactions an optimum adsorption capacity exists, similar to that for reactions 

o) oup (1) (Alpay et al, 1994). The conversion of A also showed an optimum with 

re ct to the amount of purge gas used (Chatsiriwech et al, 1994). Employing a short 

pi ; step of purge gas provides a better regeneration, but a too long purge step will not 

improve the regeneration, and deteriorate the separation by forcing reintroduced product 

gas into the exhaust stream. 
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The use of pressure swing reactors to drive the water gas shift reaction to completion 

for hydrogen production has received a lot of attention. This has been presented by Gluud 

et al. as early as 1931. CaO has been studied as a reversible binder of C0 2 (Silaban 

et al, 1992, 1996). Han and Harrison (1997) reported on a PSA process for hydrogen 

production at high temperatures throughout the cycle. Carbon dioxide was complexated at 

823 K in the solid bulk via carbonation of the CaO in dolomite. Calcination of CaC03 was 

performed by sweeping with nitrogen at 1023 K. The water gas shift reaction is exothermic 

and thus the conversion of CO is favored by low temperatures. Due to the in-situ removal 

of C0 2 by adsorption, the reaction temperature can be significantly higher than employed 

in the traditional shift process, thus, no shift catalyst is required. The same system at 

somewhat lower temperature of 773 K was studied by Han and Harrison (1994), bui a 

regeneration mode was not presented. 

Hufton et al. (1999) disclosed a hydrotalcite sorbent for C0 2 that reversibly adsorbs 

significant amounts of C0 2 at a temperature of 673 K. These authors propose to produce 

hydrogen by steam-methane reforming and water gas shift reaction in a single step using 

a mixture of SMR catalyst and sorbent in a five step PSA cycle. The overall reaction from 

CH4 to H2 is endothermic. A steady state reactor, containing a SMR catalyst only, would 

require much higher temperatures (918 K) to yield the same conversion. Hufton et al. 

further stressed that the product backfill step is important for optimum performance. A 

similar system with hydrotalcite sorbent and a nickel (SMR) catalyst system at 723 K was 

studied in more detail by Ding and Alpay (2000b) who showed increased conversion in 

adsorption breakthrough experiments. 

Operation of the the reverse water gas shift reaction in an adsorptive reactor was stud

ied by Carvill et al. (1996). Under batch operation pure CO production was predicted. 

The dehydrogenation reaction for toluene production was studied by Alpay et al. (1994). 

Simulations of a PSR unit were shown. Model parameters were based on independently 

measured catalyst and sorbent properties. In this case, the influence of pressure on the 

equilibrium constant was crucial. Adsorption is favored by high pressure, but due to ihe 

stoichiometry of the reaction, the conversion is favored at low pressure, and the yield of a 

steady state PFR at low pressure always exceeds that for a PSR. 

The concentration swing effect of the purge gas can dominate the regeneration step 

over the pressure- or temperature swing. For a reaction operated in a temperature swing 

reactor (TSR), the optimum regeneration temperature was below the adsorption tempera

ture and regeneration was largely accomplished by a swing in partial pressures, rather than 
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by mperature (Yongsunthon and Alpay, 1998b). 

Hybrid PSA/RPSA cycle Lu and Rodrigues (1994) studied the operation of reversible 

re ions of group (2) in a hybrid PSA/RPSA. Like in the RPSA, small sorbent/catalyst 

pa les were used and significant pressure profiles developed over the axial reactor axis. 

C oared to the RPSA cycle shown in Figure 1.4, the exhaust step was replaced by a 

counter-current purge like those used in PSA cycles. As a result, product extraction is not 

ce mous and considerable pressure fluctuations exist at both the feed and the product 

end of the bed. Conversion beyond the steady state limit was also shown for this system, 

further investigated an alternative purge step, where purge gas is introduced at both 

ei of the reactor and withdrawn in the middle. This yields an even higher conversion. 

In this case, both ends of the bed are enriched in reactant and non-adsorbing product, 

while the adsorbed product is effectively removed from the middle of the reactor during 

the purge step. 

TSA cycle The operation of endothermic reversible reactions of group (2) in a tem

perature swing reactor has been studied by Yongsunthon and Alpay (1999, 1998b). By 

ad ption of a reaction product higher conversion compared to an optimally operated adi-

abatic PFR could be obtained. The external heat source used to regenerate the bed could 

all Tovide the heat to drive the endothermic reaction. These authors show that by heat 

in ration large capital savings are achievable. 

1.3.2 Irreversible reactions 

The operation of irreversible reaction scheme's in the RPSR has been studied by Vapor-

c! and Kadlec (1989) for the reaction 2A -> B -» C. where adsorption affinities rank 

B A > C. They showed that adsorption of A influences the reaction rate as on increase 

of : adsorption affinity of A the residence time of A reduces (see section on RPSA) and 

the onversion of A drops. Reaction can also deteriorate the separation as for moderate 

conversion levels, the reaction zone moves towards the product end of the bed. Thus, the 

re; on intermediate B nor the product C can be separated by adsorption. For even higher 

rsions (and for infinite reaction rates: (Vaporciyan and Kadlec, 1987)) the situation 

resembles a feed mixture of B and C which are separated by the adsorbent according to 

ordinary RPSA behaviour. 

! PSR, the irreversible reaction of A— B̂ was studied by Kirkby and Morgan (1994), 
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who assumed that B adsorbed only. They demonstrated the role of pure reactant gas as 

a sweep gas. When operated with low flow rates during the adsorption step, and small 

amounts (or none) of purge gas, a fast sweep of A during the pressurization step concen

trates component B near the product end of the bed. As a result, component B is obtained 

in the product stream at high concentrations. 

When using higher amounts of purge gas, the product end of the bed is sufficiently 

regenerated and B is obtained in the low pressure product stream. Identical trends were 

found when replacing the purge cycle with a backfill cycle. 

The sole experimental paper application of an irreversible reactions in a pressure swing 

reactor is by Vaporciyan and Kadlec. They describe the oxidation of CO in a RPSR and 

show that the reaction rate can be increased due the removal of CO. In the case at hand, 

the reaction rate is inversely proportional to CO. Pure product streams were not obtained. 

Experimental evidence for separation reversal was given. 

1.3.3 Specific Operating Variables for Cyclically Operated Reactive Separators 

In cyclically operated units a number of special operating parameters exist that are not 

normal for steady state operated reactors or periodically operated separators. Examples of 

these are listed below: 

Location and choice of feed and product streams In PS R systems the entering streai ns 

may either be a feed stream or a purge stream. Reactants may either be introduced in either 

one of these two, or in both. For example, for esterification in a moving bed (Funk et al, 

1995) it is proposed to introduce acid in the feed stream and alcohols in the desorbent 

stream. The removal of a product stream from the middle of a pressure swing reactor 

was explored by Lu and Rodrigues (1994), as was mentioned earlier. The concept of 

connecting in- and out-going streams at intermediate axial positions in the bed was further 

developed by Yongsunthon and Alpay (1999) in their study on reactions in a TSR. They 

included it in an overall optimization structure and demonstrated that performance could 

be further improved by allowing intermediate product removal and feed. 

Distribution of sorbent and catalyst over the bed As in PSR a physical mixture of 

a catalyst and a sorbent is used, a non-homogeneous distribution of sorbent and catalyst 

is easily realized. The implications of this are however difficult to assess a priori. For 

the equilibrium limited reaction A + 2 B ^ C, Falagiarda et al. (1996) conclude that a 
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pe ctly mixed catalyst and sorbent selective towards C produces the highest conversion, 

as product C should be removed directly upon formation. In contrast, for the equilibrium 

d decomposition reaction A ^ B + C , Lu et al. (1993b; 1994) concluded that the 

f alternating layers of a mixture of sorbent for C and catalyst with sorbent only, lead 

to iter performance than the used of a homogeneous physical mixture throughout the 

ee and Kadlec (1988) performed an optimization study regarding the distribution of 

i st and sorbent for the reaction: C «^ A <̂  B, with the objective to maximize selectiv-

it) wards product B. The optimal distribution of catalyst and sorbent is shown in Figure 

1.6. The sorbent is selective towards C over B. For the same reaction and pressure swing 

cj .an improved selectivity towards B was predicted for a perfectly mixed catalyst and 

nt selective for B over C (Vaporciyan and Kadlec, 1989). The selectivity enhance-

mi found by Lee and Kadlec seems to arise from the staging of preferred reactants A 

an C. Since the unit is operated according to a RPSA cycle (Figure 1.4), the adsorbed 

K ants are concentrated near the reaction zone, whereas the non-adsorbing component 

Feed stream in, 
Exhaust stream 
out 

(Product stream 
out 

10% 

Catalyst: Da=10 

Sorbent: 

relative adsorption capacity 

comp. A= 5 

comp. B= 5 

comp. C= 38 

90% 

Catalyst: Da=0.1 

Sorbent: 

relative adsorption capacity 

comp. A= 38 

comp. B= 5 

comp. C= 38 

Figure 1.6: The optimal distribution of catalyst and sorbent in a PSR. (run 20 in Lee 
Kadlec, 1988) The reaction is C <=± A <=± B The conversion of A and selectivity towards 

B - optimized. Legend: Da: Damköhler number reaction, the definition of the relative 
ad rption capacity is given in the footnote on page 26. The imposed cycle is shown in 

• 1.4. 
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B penetrates the adsorption zone more deeply, away from the reactive part. The selectivity 

found by Vaporciyan and Kadlec, however, arises from removal of the desired product B 

by adsorption. 

The observed optimum may not be the true optimum for this system, since the con

ditions studied by Vaporciyan and Kadlec (1989) have not been evaluated and results ob

tained with a perfectly mixed catalyst and sorbent are not included as a reference case. 

However the mathematical model used by Lee and Kadlec is similar to that of Vaporciyan 

and Kadlec (1989) rendering a comparison possible. Optimal distribution of an sorbent se

lective for C and the catalyst yields a selectivity of 1.773 towards B which is significantly 

higher than the maximum selectivity of 1.48 as reported in case of a homogeneous mix

ture with a sorbent selective for B. However the sorbent selectivities were slightly different. 

The accumulation capacity* of A:B:C was 5:5:38f for the distributed mixture and 10:36:1 

for the homogeneous case. Thus, an optimal distribution of catalyst and sorbent results in 

a higher selectivity towards B with less difference in adsorption affinity between B and C. 

Integration of sorption and catalysis In most PSR studies the packed bed is assumed 

to exist of a physical mixture of a catalyst and a (physi-) sorbent. Sorption and catalysis 

may also be integrated in a single material, be it that sorption is in that case often based 

on chemisorption. Funk et al. demonstrated for both esterification (1995) and hydrolysis 

(1996a) in a SMBR that Amberlyst 15 and Amberlyst 36 may act both as a catalyst and a 

chemisorbent for water and methanol respectively. 

Similarly, Sad et al. (1996) used Pt+Sn loaded and Cd exchanged 4A and 13X zeo

lites for the simultaneous dehydrogenation, isomerisation and separation of n-butane in a 

chromatographic reactor. They showed that a compromise must be found between catalyst 

selectivity towards isobutene, and the chromatographic separation by the solid. 

Dandekar (1998) points out that there may be a considerable difference, in the prob

ability of spillover between reaction and sorption taking place over different particles, or 

reaction and (chemi-)sorption over different sites on the same particle. If a product species 

produced in the catalyst pellet and is adsorbed on a neighboring site, it will hardly diffuse 

back to the bulk phase. This is beneficial for obtaining high purity streams. However, 

'The accumulation capacity is defined as the ratio of the amount of a component in the gas and solid phase 

over the gas phase only in equilibrium: ( ï±£ML Waporciyan and Kadlec, 1989). 
fThe parameter values in the paper (4:4:37) were converted to the definition used by Vaporciyan and Kadlec 

(1989). 
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w a the reaction product is stored in a sorbent not being the catalyst, the likelihood of 

reverse reaction is minimized. This is desirable from a reaction point of view. 

/.. 4 Application areas for, and alternatives to PSR, in in-situ separation 

To place the PSR in the proper perspective, it is useful to list some important features for 

thi • technology. 

Operating temperature Being a member of the family of adsorptive reactors, PSR is 

limited to comparatively low temperature applications in order to maintain sufficient ad-

ion capacity for the sorbent. Dandekar (1998) mentions an upper temperature limit 

ol '>0-300°C. Separation of normal and branched C5 and C6 hydrocarbons is practiced 

in PSA at 300°C and 15 bar (Silva and Rodriques, 1998; Minkkinen et ai, 1993) and in 

a SMBR at 225°C and pressure of 80 bar (Dandekar et ai, 1998). In these cases, the high 

temperature might be chosen to enable a vapor phase process; Minkkinen et al. (1993) 

mentions that "The use of a molecular sieve in liquid phase adsorption and desorption is 

i e difficult than in the vapor phase". However, common pressure swing adsorption pro-

es involving permanent gasses or light hydrocarbons, operate at ambient temperature. 

Simulated and true moving bed reactors —being based on separation by adsorption— have 

essentially similar limitations as far as the operating temperature is concerned as the PSR. 

The comparatively low operating temperature met in PSR may well require the use 

italysts. Alternative technologies may also set specific requirements to the tempera-

tu range to be utilized. In reactive distillation the temperature profile is coupled to the 

boiling points of the species involved. In this case as well, the acceptable temperatures 

are normally quite limited. Another alternative is the use of membrane reactors, where 

for inorganic membranes typically far higher temperatures are acceptable than mentioned 

above. 

It has been proposed in literature to use adsorptive reactors for the oxidative coupling 

of methane. Very significant performance improvement have been demonstrated using sep

arate reactor and adsorption vessels in series and operated on a simulated moving bed cy-

c ITonkovich et al, 1993; Tonkovich and Carr, 1994; Bjorklund and Carr, 1995; Kruglov 

. 1996; Machocki, 1996). However the temperature in reactor is much higher than in 

ti adsorber and therefore an integrated process in not feasible and significant intermediate 

c ng and heating is required in the proposed operation. 
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Large interfacial area In the pressure swing reactor, separation is accomplished by se

lective adsorption on porous solids, which offer a large interfacial area. This is a distinct 

advantage compared to membrane reactors where it is difficult to combine high permeabil

ity and permselectivity. However, by adsorption on a sorbent, the species are not removed 

from the vessel, —like in a membrane module— but will be obtained during the regener

ation phase. Therefore true steady state operation is never possible in adsorptive reactors. 

Cyclic operation There have been several solutions to alternate adsorption and regen

eration phases. The true moving bed and wheel TSA unit are technologies which may be 

simple in concept, but have proven very difficult to scale up. The simulated moving bed 

and pressure swing adsorber are cyclically operated separation units, and their design in

volves a complex layout and periodically operated valves. Despite this unsteady operation, 

they have found widespread use in the chemical process industries. This may facilitate the 

acceptance of their reactive counterparts. 

Compression duties In pressure swing reactors, a significant pressure difference ex

ists between the feed- and high pressure product stream on one hand and the purge- and 

low pressure product stream on the other. The lower pressure is usually close to ambient 

pressure. In case of recycles or higher operating pressures further downstream, expen

sive compression of the gas is required. A large pressure swing range will improve the 

separation, but increase the costs of gas compression. 

Availability of suitable sorbents Clearly, sorbents demonstrating a sufficient selectivity 

must be available to render PSR feasible. Further sorption must be largely reversible 

and regeneration should not require high temperatures. Further, the equilibrium loading 

should be sufficiently pressure dependent to avoid large pressure ratios in the pressure 

swing cycle. 

It is interesting to compare thermodynamic selectivities the sorbent has to meet for a 

pressure swing adsorber and a moving bed adsorber. In case a selective sorbent is identified 

for a given reaction, both reactors can be used*. 

Pressure swing separation of air for the production of O2 is based on a difference in 

sorption equilibrium of approximately a factor 3 (NaY) to 7 (LiY) (Mellot and Ligniéres, 

'In the comparison given below, we define the selectivity of the sorbent as the ratio of the slopes of the 
adsorption isotherms. In case the adsorption isotherms are non-linear, the ratio at the feed gas condition is taken. 
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1997) and produces oxygen of « 95 % purity (Farooq et al, 1989). Industrial units rarely 

produce oxygen with a purity exceeding 93% (Monereau, 1997). Several authors have 

- ied reversible reaction with multiple products in a PSR. They all have assumed abso-

1 selectivity between the products. Co-adsorption of a reactant has been investigated in 

case. In the methylcyclohexane (MCH) dehydrogenation a sorbent selectivity of 10 

w found for MCH over toluene on clay based sorbents, and co-adsorption of MCH could 

be neglected. 

Its important to realize that in most cases the purity of one product stream only is de

liberately sought in PSA applications. For example: In the case of separation of normal 

at lso alkanes, sorbent selectivity of zeolite 5A is absolute. However, a pure stream of 

non-adsorbing product is obtained only, and a mixture of normal and iso alkanes is recy-

c to the isomerization reactor (Silva and Rodriques, 1998). Co-current depressurization 

steps can be included to improve the purity of the low pressure product stream. Separation 

of 50%/50% CO/H2 mixture over activated carbon by such a pressure swing adsorption 

c e, resulted in both streams with purity over 90%. The sorbent selectivity ranged from 

i o 15 under operating conditions. 

In contrast, simulated moving bed reactors may separate products on the basis of small 

differences in sorption equilibria. The separation of fructose and glucose in a simulated 

n ing bed may result in a purity of 99% in both streams for a thermodynamic selectivity 

I only 1.88 (Dünnebier et al, 2000). Full separation of para-xylene from other xylenes 

and ethylbenzene is based on a sorbent selectivity of 1.67 (Ruthven and Ching, 1989). 

vh et al (1998) derived criteria for sorbent selectivity. They also considered reactions 

with multiple products. In the single stage true moving bed model, supra-equilibrium con-

\ ion can only be achieved by removal of the products. The suppression of the reverse 

ion by spatial separation of the products cannot be accounted for in a single stage 
n lei. 

A direct or conclusive comparison of moving bed and pressure swing as separation 

t tiques in adsorptive reactors has not been made here. A thermodynamic adsorption 

s< ctivity below 2, successfully used in staged counter-current operation is not sufficient 

6 ny pressure swing process. It is therefore fair to say that moving bed reactors can 

ve full separation of both components at the expense of dilution into a carrier and 

a rge number of stages. PSA cycles usually yield the non-adsorbing product at high 

purity only. A benchmarking in this sense has been carried out exclusively for reversible 

! sions and might not hold for irreversible reactions. 
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Potential applications The operation of several reactions have been evaluated in oth ;i 

reactive separation units, but not in the PSR. Some of these may be feasible in the PSR as 

well. These are discussed below. 

Esterifications and transesterifications reactions have been studied in the chromato

graphic reactor (Sardin and Villermaux, 1979; Mazotti et ai, 1996, 1997) and the simu

lated moving bed reactor (Funk et al., 1995; Kawase et ai, 1996). Amberlyst 15 was used 

a a sorbent for water. Also hydrolysis of esters with selective sorption of the methanol 

on Amberlyst 36 was carried out in the simulated moving bed reactor (Funk et al, 1996a; 

Sircar and Rao, 1999). A desorbent ( 1.4-dioxane) was needed to regenerate the sorbent. 

Separation of (hydro)isomerization products of alkanes by pressure swing adsorption 

is well known. Simultaneous isomerization of pentane of hexane and separation in re

verse flow reactors with alternating layers of sorbent (zeolite 5A) and catalyst (Pt on H-

mordenite) (Barnes, 1988) and mixed sorbent and catalyst in the simulated moving bed 

reactor has been proposed. In the latter case, simultaneous isomerization and separation 

of n-hexane, 2-methylpentane and 3-methylpentane to form 2,2-dimethylbutane and 2,3-

dimethylbutane was proposed using a mixture of silicalite and platinum on mordenite. 

Appropriate temperature and pressure ranges of 150°C to 250°C and 7.5 to 17.2 bar re

spectively are mentioned (Funk et al., 1996b; Dandekaref ai, 1998). These systems might 

also be tried in pressure swing reactors. 

In biotechnology, the isomerization of glucose/fructose (Hashimotot et al, 1983) by 

using a mixture of immobilized glucose isomerase and resin selective for fructose has been 

studied in the simulated moving bed reactor. Other examples are listed by Dünnebier et al. 

(2000) who also put forward that "the simulated moving bed reactor is to und its first 

industrial applications especially for biochemical reactions". These systems are carried 

out in the liquid (water) fluid phase. Therefore regeneration by pressure swing is not 

feasible. 

The methathesis of propene to ethene and 2-butene was studied by van de Graaf et al. 

(1999a,b) in a zeolite membrane reactor with a rhenium catalyst. The silicalite membrane 

selectively permeates 2-butene. In an adsorptive reactor concept the 2-butene might be 

selectively removed by adsorption. 

Many hydrogénation and de-hydrogenation reactions have been studied in membrane 

reactors (Hsieh, 1996). In dehydrogenations hydrogen storage can be accomplished by 

sorbents (CaNi$, see Table 1.4). The equilibrium limited hydrogénation of mesitylene 

has been studied in a simulated moving bed reactor (Bjorklund and Carr, 1995; Ray and 
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( r, 1995). Here, the chromosorb 106 sorbent selectively adsorbs the reactant (MES) 

o the product (TMC) and supra-equilibrium conversion arises from retention of the 

r tant in the vessel. The reverse dehydrogenation reaction may also be carried out in 

an adsorptive reactor. By effective removal of MES, the undesired hydrogénation reaction 

n. be suppressed. 

The coupling of reaction with selective adsorption based on kinetic selectivity has not 

bf 1 addressed in the literature. Separation by kinetic separation is only possible within 

a limited range of residence times. Therefore the successful combination of simultaneous 

re tion and kinetically selective adsorption is expected to be even more difficult than 

ion combined with thermodynamically selective adsorption. 

In reversible equilibrium limited reactions, possible applications have been sought in 

K ; ion systems which show a comparatively large difference in adsorptive properties be-

tv n reactant and product or between mutual products. Examples of these have been 

ioned earlier: methanol synthesis, reverse water gas shift reaction and ammonia syn-

s. This approach should also be taken to identify irreversible reaction scheme's as 

cations for the PSR. These might include reactions with a substantial change in geom-

eti like ring opening reactions, or the saturation of a double bond within a rigid molecule. 

1. This thesis 

In this chapter we have shown that the use of pressure swing reactors to overcome thermo-

d\ lamic equilibrium in reversible reactions is well documented. Hardly any reports exist 

01 e use of the pressure swing reactor to operate irreversible series reactions. This thesis 

ares the use of a pressure swing reactor to operate an irreversible series reaction with 

the goal to seek a high selectivity towards the intermediate product. The first question is 

if the proposed operating principle can be put to work under cyclic operation. The second 

i) don is whether the requirements (sorbent capacity, selectivity) the sorbent has to meet 

ar oalistic. 

The reactor models used in this thesis are fairly simple. This has been done intention-

all We have used simple models since we feel that the use of a more detailed model 

would not be justified at this stage. We have undertaken parametric studies to identify 

iting regimes for irreversible reactions in pressure swing reactors. The use of more 

ed models to describe catalyst kinetics, multi-component adsorption equilibria and 

cs, fluid flow and heat transfer is justified only in the evaluation of a specific reaction. 

For two simple irreversible series reaction scheme's, the effect of in-situ adsorption of 
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Step 1: Simultaneous reaction and separation of B at high pressure 

A(+D) , I A,B,C(+D) 

Step 2: Recovery of B during regeneration at low pressure 

A,B, 
C(+D) 

Figure 1.7: Principle I: Removal of the intermediate product. 

one of the components are summarized in Tables 1.5 and 1.6. The corresponding principles 

are illustrated in Figures 1.7 and 1.8. 

For scheme: A —> B —> C, the removal of the intermediate product (principle I) is 

expected to enhance selectivity towards this product. The principle is illustrated in Figure 

1.7. At high pressure A is converted to B and adsorbed on the sorbent, thereby suppressing 

the sequential conversion of B towards C. In the regeneration step, product B is obtained. 

Sheikh et al. (1998) derived criteria for selectivity enhancement using this principle in a 

single stage true moving bed, but these authors did not investigate the system under cyclic 

operation. The application of this principle in the PSR is investigated in a parametric study 

in chapter 2. 

Table 1.5 indicates that, adsorption of A will have a negative effect on the integral 

Table 1.5: Options for selectivity improvement towards B 
for the series reaction A —> B —> C. 

Primarily adsorbing component 
Feed A B C 
A only 
A in excess of B 
B in excess of A 

Negativea 

Negative3 

Not feasible'1 

Principle I No effect 
Not feasibleb No effect 
Principle I No effect 

a: Block A from part of the reactor 

b: Cannot adsorb excess gas 
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sir selectivity. In the PSR, a concentration front is required to achieve separation. This 

front implies that the reactant is blocked from the reactor. This disadvantage is encountered 

i! rious other cases of reactive separators: The depletion of acid in the bottom trays of a 

ve distillation column for esterification will promote undesired conversion of alcohol 

to hers. Another example is found in the RFR reactor for SCR. The absence of NH3 

; product end of the reactor will cause NO to react to nitrate species instead of N2 

ia etal, 2000). 

For scheme A —> B —> C, principle I can also be applied as shown in Table 1.6. 

Another way to increase the selectivity towards B for this system is possible by operating 

ation and reaction separated in time. This principle is illustrated in Figure 1.8. The 

fe is a mixture of A and B. By selective adsorption A is removed from the stream and ac-

lated in the vessel. After depressurization, reactant D is introduced as purge gas and 

re s with A in the B depleted reactor. Selectivity enhancement arises from the staging 

2 desired reactant. Furthermore the conversion of A drives the adsorption equilibrium 

ds desorption and thus accelerates regeneration. The latter principle is an example of 

:tion promoted separation. The operating mode is an example in which reactants are 

fee at different staging during the cycle. The application of this principle is investigated 

under isothermal conditions in chapter 3. 

Isothermicity is the most stringent assumption imposed in chapters 2 and 3. In chapter 

Table 1.6: Options for selectivity improvement towards B for the series 
reaction A B C. 

adsorbing component 
Feed A B C D 
A + D mixed No usea Principle I No effect No effect 
A + B + D No use3 Principle Ib No effect No effect 
A only, purge Not feasible0 Principle Id No effect No effecte 

withD 
A in excess B , Principle II Not feasible0 No effect No effect 
purge with D 

a: The reactants are separated. 

b: This is only feasible if the amount of B in the feed is relatively small. 

c: Adsorption of the bulk component will is not feasible. 
d: During the regeneration half-cycle at low pressure. The effect on selec
tivity will be small. 

e: Controlled addition of D by desorption. No selectivity effect expected. 
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4 we study the system from chapter 3 under non-isothermal conditions. We investigate 

whether the advantages proven under isothermal operation still hold. Also, the fact that 

reactant A needs to desorb prior to being able to react is an example of controlled addition 

of reactants. This controlled addition may improve the controllability of this reactor. This 

concept of controlled addition is also addressed in chapter 4. The appendix to this chapter 

is devoted to the occurrence of cyclic steady states with periods much longer than the 

operating cycle found for some of the cases studied in this chapter. 

In chapter 5 we seek to illustrate the advantages of the pressure swing reactor pre

dicted in chapter 3 and 4 by using the selective hydrogénation of ethyne in ethene as a 

model reaction. For this reaction selectivity towards ethene is crucial and the reactor is 

operated under conditions that enable significant adsorption on porous solids. To this end, 

sorbents are experimentally screened for this use. A discrepancy for sorbents based on jc-

complexation between our results and those reported in literature was found and resolved. 

This is described in appendix A of this chapter. 

Step 1 : Romoval of A by adsorption at high pressure 

Step 2: Reaction assisted desorption by purge with D at low pressure 

A,B,C,D 

Figure 1.8: Principle II: Staging of the desired reactant and reaction 
assisted desorption. 
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Notation 

10I description unit 

k an 

AC dimensionless adsorption capacity 

definition: I ) 

K Henry coefficient molkg~'Pa_ 1 

R Gas constant J m o r 1 K~' 

T Temperature K 

I 

e void fraction 

p sorbent density kg m " 3 

Abbreviations 

pressure swing adsorber 

P pressure swing reactor 

R; reverse flow reactor 

R rapid pressure swing adsorber 

rapid pressure swing reactor 

SI R simulated moving bed reactor 

T> ! true moving bed adsorber 

TSA temperature swing adsorber 

T' temperature swing reactor 

vacuum swing adsorber 

N( Most chapters in this thesis have been written in a form suitable for publication 
in «rational scientific journals. Consequently overlap exists between some chapters, 

Ily in the introductions and description of the reactor models. 




